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Six Critical Problems

1.WHO will do the planning?
2.WHERE will the invasion occur?
3.WHAT will the landing force consist of?
4.HOW will the landing force be supplied?
5.WHAT can be done to minimize German 

strength at the point of attack?
6.WHEN will the invasion take place?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Who will do planning:-- No combined headquarters; couldn’t plan invasion by sending memos back and forth across the Atlantic.  Also, who would be in charge?  Ike & Monty in N. Africa…2. Where will invasion occur?  Fundamental importance because drives all other problems/decisions.3. What will landing force consist of?4. How be supplied?5. Minimize German strength: wanted to make Germans concentrate strength elsewhere, and also to slow rate of German reinforcement.6. When?



Who will do the planning?
BACKGROUND:
• “Germany First”
• US foresees early cross-Channel attack:

• BOLERO – Buildup of US forces in Britain
• ROUNDUP – Invasion near Calais in Sep 42 

or Apr 43
• US has insufficient forces for ROUNDUP in 

1942,  so does landings in North Africa 
(Operation TORCH) instead

• At Casablanca in Jan 43, US/UK agree to create 
a dedicated staff to plan cross-channel attack

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ABC-1 mtg in Argentia, Newfoundland, in August 41: Germany first.After Japanese bomb Pearl Harbor, US reviews strategic approach. On March 16, 1942 US confirms decision to focus on Europe and restrict Pacific to modest defensive buildups.  US strategic blueprint based on memories of WWI: send US forces to the Continent and attack German forces head-on.  This leads to BOLERO (build up in UK) followed by ROUNDUP (cross-channel attack at earliest opportunity).  Early staff studies focused on 2 alternative planning dates: 15 Sep 42 & 1 Apr 43.   Also contemplated “emergency” landing in 1942 (SLEDGEHAMMER).“Marshall Memorandum” outlining Bolero-Roundup & Sledgehammer formally adopted by US & UK at meeting in London, 14 Apr 42. Brits not timid, but were more prudent (and more realistic) than USBolero proceeds; but do TORCH instead of ROUNDUP.  US insists on dedicated staff.  HUSKY in July 43.



Creation of Planning Organization
IMPLEMENTATION:
• In March 1943 LtGen Frederick 

Morgan (UK) designated “Chief of 
Staff to Supreme Allied 
Commander” (C.O.S.S.A.C.)

• Morgan creates planning 
organization which came to be 
called “COSSAC”

• COSSAC strength in Jan ’44:             
320 officers, 600 other ranks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At Casablanca, agreed to form planning body but did not designate CINC.  British officer to head planning org b/c assumed SAC would be British.Morgan:Most of career spent in India; in WWI served in artillery for Indian division.  Served on IGS in late 1930s.  Fought in France w/ UK 1st AD, escaped although most of division captured.  Later developed plans to defend Gibraltar in case of German/Spanish attack.In March 1943, summoned to UK HQ.  Met w/ General Hastings Ismay, who handed Morgan an armful of files containing everything developed to date about cross-channel attack, including the Bolero & Roundup plans.  Told Morgan to write a memo for Combined Chiefs on how to plan, conduct a cross channel attack.  “No hurry, Freddy; tomorrow will be fine.”Appointed COSSAC.



COSSAC’S Mission:
PREPARE PLANS FOR:
1. A deception scheme to pin the enemy in the 

West by creating the expectation of a large-
scale Channel crossing in 1943 [COCKADE]

2. A hasty landing in case of a German collapse 
[RANKIN]

3. A full scale assault against the Continent 
in 1944 as early as possible [OVERLORD]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
COSSAC mission spelled out in directive.  British Chiefs of Staff draft directive on 2 April.  Morgan presented directive to his staff on 17 April, US formal approval of directive’s text given on 26 April.  [Shows how slow staff process would have been w/o COSSAC.]



COSSAC’S OPERATING PRINCIPLES:
• Complete US/UK integration
• Not a “planning staff” – expect to execute!
• Invasion is not the “end goal” -- it is 

a step toward final defeat of Germany
________________________________________________________

COSSAC goes to work

KEY EVENTS
• August ’43: LtGen Morgan given “executive authority” 
• December 1943: Eisenhower named Supreme Allied 

Commander, and in January 1944 COSSAC becomes…



Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force (SHAEF)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
COSSAC designed shoulder patch for SHAEF.Eisenhower brought in own American C/S; Morgan agreed to become DC/S instead of commanding a corps in Italy.Montgomery disappointed that Morgan would not act as Montgomery’s agentSurrender at Rheims on May 7; Karlshorst surrender the next day.Pictured L to R: GEN Ivan Susloparov (USSR), LTG Frederick Morgan (D/CS), SHAEF C/S LTG Walter “Bedell” Smith, CAPT (USN) Harry Butcher, Eisenhower, Air Marshal Arthur Tedder, Dep Supreme Cdr.  (Kaye Summersby behind Smith.)



Where will the invasion occur?
EVALUATION CRITERIA:

• Within range of UK-based fighter aircraft.
• Sheltered from weather (esp. heavy winds).
• Beach defenses cannot be insuperable.
• Close enough to UK ports that post-landing buildup can 

outpace German buildup.
• Must have at least one major port in vicinity susceptible to 

early capture (lesson of Dieppe raid in Aug 42).
• Beaches: accessible, wide, firm, deep, easy “exits” inland.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dieppe – August 19, 1942. Planned by British SE Coastal Command (Montgomery).  COSSAC did not yet exist, and Montgomery departed before raid was executed.  Forces primarily Canadian, with some British.  (Nominal U.S. = 50 Rangers.)Landing force suffers 67% casualties (killed, wounded, missing/surrendered) = 3,367 out of 5,000.Failure of Dieppe raid convinces Allies (& COSSAC) that direct assault at a port city or in its immediate vicinity not feasible.



Sites considered:
1) Netherlands
2) Belgium
3) Calais
4) Seine estuary
5) Normandy (Caen & 

Cotentin Peninsula)
6) Brittany

Normandy confirmed as 
landing site in August ’43
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Netherlands: rejected b/c out of range of fighter cover, beaches too exposed and backed by sand dunes, Germans could flood inland area, too easy for Germans to reinforce.Belgium: Scarcity of suitable beaches, and those were too small and exposed.  Would require immediate capture of multiple ports.  Could succeed only if weather was excellent and German resistance was light.Calais: Beaches exposed and strongly defended, dominated by high ground.  Larger beaches had few exits and ports in Calais area had insufficient capacity to support invasion force.Seine estuary: Beaches unsuitable.  To use the ports of LeHavre and Rouen, would need to control both sides of the river, possibly dividing invasion force.Caen-Cotentin Peninsula: desirable in every respect except for port capacity. Caen (15 km inland) served by port of Ouistreham at mouth of Caen canal. However, subsequent operations could seek to capture LeHavre & Brittany ports.Brittany unsuitable in every category except port capacity.



What will landing force consist of?

THE THREE CRITICAL “UNKNOWNS”:
1.What forces will be available?
2.How strong will the German 

defenses be?
3.How many planes, ships and 

landing craft will be available?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Taken together, these decisions were like of vicious circle of unknowns: if didn’t know what forces would be available, couldn’t know how many ships/planes were needed; if didn’t know how strong German defenses were, couldn’t know what forces would be required; if didn’t know how many ships/planes were available, couldn’t know what forces could be put ashore and whether it would be adequate to overcome defenses.Critical planning factor: sealift and airlift  



The COSSAC Plan:
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• Assault across 30 mile front
• Accepted by Combined 

Chiefs of Staff in Aug 1943
But . . .

• In January 1944: Eisenhower 
& Montgomery agree 
landing force must be bigger

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Follow-up” units represent those already loaded on ships and prepared to land as soon as conditions permit.  “Build-up” units are those waiting in England to land as reinforcements but not already loaded on ships at the time the invasion occurs.  Build-up forces are transported to lodgment area by ships and landing craft returning from their initial deliveries.



ENLARGING OVERLORD
• On Jan 23, 1944 Eisenhower seeks 

increase from 3 to 5 divisions, 
necessitating greater air and sealift

• Where are the landing craft?
2,493 available for OVERLORD but
31,123 are in Pacific!!!

• GEN Marshall persuades ADM King 
to release more to OVERLORD (230 
arrive in time), but . . .

• D-Day postponed from May to June

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DON’T READ:“I have now had an opportunity of discussing the OVERLORD plan with my Commanders-in-Chief. We are convinced that in all discussions full weight must be given to the fact that this operation marks the crisis of the European war.  Every obstacle must be overcome, every inconvenience suffered and every risk run to ensure that our blow is decisive. We cannot afford to fail.In this light we have reviewed the OVERLORD plan and we are fully convinced that it is, as the Chiefs of Staff have already asserted, on a narrow margin. The present plan is limited to a three divisional assault. To ensure success we consider it essential to increase the assault force to five divisions.  Nothing less will give us an adequate margin to ensure success.”



“The destinies of two great empires seemed to be 
tied up in some goddamn things called LSTs.”

Winston Churchill

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LCVPsHiggins boat (LCVP) 36’ long, 11’’ beam; held 36 combat loaded troops or 3.5 tons cargo; shallow draft: 3’ aft, 2’2” forward.23,358 produced during WW2.  Built in New Orleans – all workers paid same wage.Brits used similar craft called LCA (Landing Craft Assault); difference was doors.LCTs: (picture): ~ 160’ long, 30’ beam, 3’8” draft (forward). Could carry 2,3, or 4 tanks depending on weight; or 9 trucks or 250 tons of cargo. LCTs small (119’ x 32’) open interior; cargo capacity varied by model (150-300 tons).  Some LCT used as fire support (rockets) vesselsLSTs:Agreed in November 1941 that US would build LST so UK yards could concentrate on other shipsNeed so urgent that construction began before test vessel constructed; acft carrier keel removed to make space for multiple LST construction docksConstruction began in June 1942; only 23 built by end of 1942.  None used in TORCH; first used in Solomons in June 1942; used in HUSKY (Sicily) in July 43Most built on inland waterways (“cornfield shipyards”); crewed to coast by USCG(Bad news, good news: Niagara Falls incident on St Lawrence waterway)LST (Mk2) in WWII: 328’ long, beam 50’;  could carry 2100 tons of cargoHad a large ballast system that could be filled for ocean passage, then pumped out for beach landings (minimum draft 3.8’)Also had anchor & winch system so it could pull itself off the beach.During WWII, tank crews in training practiced backing tanks into LST mockupTotal of 1051 built during the war***Eisenhower requests 47 more LSTs, 144 LCTs, & 6 more attack transports able to carry entire regiment, with full complement of LCAs or LCVPs.
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Compared to COSSAC plan: 
• Increased landing beaches 

from 3 to 5
• Doubled the number of 

troops in seaborne assault
• Increased airborne assault 

by roughly 40%
• Widened assault frontage 

from 30 to 50 miles
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UTAH expansion to facilitate advance on Cherbourg; SWORD expansion to Orne RiverUS airborne divisions used to secure causeways across inundated areas, attack key crossroads of Carentan156,000 troops land on D-Day:-- US lands 73,000 (23,250 on UTAH, 34,250 on OMAHA, 15,500 airborne)-- British/Canadian land 83,500, including 7,900 airborne troops 



OVERLORD’S massive scale
Allied troops landed on D-Day:

Supporting Aircraft:

Naval Vessels:
(Operation NEPTUNE)

156,115 (incl. 23,400 airborne)
US 73,000
British 61,715
Canadian 21,200

11,590 (incl. 2,395 transports & 867 
gliders; 14,000 D-Day sorties)

6,939 (59 separate D-Day convoys)
Warships 1,213
Landing ships

& craft 4,126
Ancillary craft 736
Merchant vessels 864 
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